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Abstract
This paper asks how can we re-think and critically produce alternative ‘public’ spaces through translating forms of civic pedagogical tactics in Amman? Our neoliberal contemporary cities and political agendas, with its Arabic versions, have produced socially, spatially polarised and de-politized spaces. In fact, what we inhabit today are spaces that are pseudo public. Those spaces prompt critiquing the role of the architects, practitioners and architecture educators to intervene, mediate and response collectively. Trying to form a resistance to this problem, the responding approach is informed by reviewing and critiquing how architectural pedagogies are performed in Jordan, focusing on evaluating their civic engagement and the political and neoliberal influence. The paper then moves to focus on key relevant pedagogical models with envisioning the action plan that are adopted and tailored to the specific cultural, political and social context of Amman.

This paper framework will start reflections from some critical pedagogical theories to evaluate and critique the current architectural pedagogical approaches in Amman-Jordan contexts and analysing the various actants such as political policies, civic interventions and processes that affect architecture education. Furthermore, it generates some important lessons and reflections from practices, such as the interventions used by Romanian architects in the 1980s, Pseudo Public Space Studio-UK, live projects-UK, triggering and resisting the challenges on civic practices. The study will conclude by proposing methodological framework for translating civic pedagogical tactics that prompt to provoke and draw the public attention towards the right to the city and its space, while resisting the challenges that are facing the context of Amman-Jordan. The process of translation is adopted and tailored to Amman-Jordan context, rather than imported and colonised. These tactics opened up possibilities and innovated a new and alternative form of publicness, as well as a resilient and resistant community.
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Introduction

‘Public’ spaces are suffering from neoliberal policies and practices which control and regulate the meaning of public space by whom can use it and how. Metropolitan cities in the Arabic region, including Amman, are taking Dubai, United Arab Emirates, and Qatar as role model. Yaghi et al (2019) argued convincingly how neoliberal practices and political policies and agendas in the Arabic region are echoed in shifting the meaning of public space from open to all to pseudo public. Therefore, there is an urgent necessity, especially in the Arabic region, for exploring pedagogical forms of potential resistance that produces alternatives spaces that deems public. “We cannot make our claim as seekers after justice if we advocate knowledge only of and about ourselves. Our model for academic freedom should therefore be the migrant or the traveller: for if, in the real world outside the academy, we must be ourselves and only ourselves, inside the academy we should be able to discover and travel among other selves, other identities, other varieties of the human adventure.” (Said, 1994). This paper focuses on drawing such potential through identifying key resistance ‘tactics’. The study borrows the term tactics from De Certeau (1988), which can be defined as the tools for the powerless (ordinary people) in challenging situations. This study would argue that tactics can be in different forms including performative and civic pedagogic practice. Tactics here focuses on what Lefebvrian ‘lived space’; where the dialectic relationship between the spatial and the social produces this re-appropriation within the lived space. De Certeau (1988) describes such processes as “form of resistance to capitalist consumption”, whereas envisioning the desired alternatives can occur through the questioning and imagining processes. The notion of resistance that are inherited within our everyday life experienced mirrors Soja’s socio-spatial dialectic, which considers spaces as active rather than statics and constantly constructing social and spatial relations. Such arguments open up possibilities for alternative practices to catalyse social and political change (Massey, 2007; Rendell 2006). These alternative practices manifest shifting the focus from physical objects to focus on the everyday experiences as forms of resistance to the dominant powers (de Cauter et al, 2011; Massy, 2005). This has been manifested in different forms of resistance from Artists and architects during revelations, social and political protests and movements, such as the Arab spring and Occupy. Based on practice-led research at Sheffield School of Architecture, which included performative intervening and mediating processes, it found out that higher educational institutions have the civic potential and desire to become the bridge and platform for alternative forms of resistance and spaces that deems public. Ideally, pedagogy can be the tool for social change. However, it is important to consider that such processes should always be an on-going process that should continuously evolve according to inhabitants’ needs and other challenges. Drawing from De Certeau’s (1988) possibilities and Lefebvre’s (1991) notion of the social production of space, this paper puts forward visions towards civic pedagogic and performative spatial practice which is political. It performs and provokes the civic rights to question, speak out, re-claim and perhaps co-produce alternative spaces in their city. The desire of putting forward such practice, however, needs tactics, actors, agencies and activators.

This paper puts forward a vision in the way which architectural academics can become the activators bridging and mediating between the society and the other potential civic
actors. However, in order not to be too ambitious when speaking of the context of Jordan in particular or the Arab context, this vision requires negotiations between the ‘rigid’ already existed institutions in different aspects. Therefore, the action plan or the envisioning processes responses to the current status quo that we are facing: the existing gap between architectural pedagogies and the civic society, and the current rigid policies that govern and police those educational and civic institutions in Amman.

“One of the more serious failings of some so-called public art has been… to produce public spaces and objects that provide solutions – answers rather than questions” (Rendell, 2006: 1). Therefore, it is important here to clarify that catalysing change within the highly political and neoliberal practices dominations context is about empowering to critique and questions rather than finding actual solutions. In pedagogical terms too, this means instead of the ‘banking concept’, telling others what to do, it is about enabling and empowering communities to question and re-think their spaces, needs, democratic and participation processes.

This study proposes potential civic pedagogical tactics that are strongly related to Arabic academics. The proposed tactics draws civic possibilities: provoking questioning of spaces, expand to work with the wider civic society and different social bodies and advocate and raise awareness about members of the public right to the city. In this way, This study could argue that critical pedagogy have the potential to become tactical to catalyse change, going beyond the banking concept to enabling and empowering models that acknowledges the role of what Darder et al. (2003) define it as ‘a nexus of power relations’ in translating and constructing knowledge.

How architectural pedagogy is performed in Jordan?
This section illustrates the ways in which architectural pedagogy is performed in Jordan and how civic they are. It also focuses on the specific opportunities and limitations that are presented in Jordan in particular and in the Arabic region context in general. Generally, with no exception to the Arab world, educational systems are the essential responsibility of the state. BBC News has reported in 2008 that “The Arab education system is falling and needs urgent reforming”, based on the World Bank report which manifested the lack of reforming within the educational sector which led to unprepared graduates for professions. Although Jordan and Kuwait were not identified as other countries in the region are actually suffering, there are regional challenges that Jordanian educational system is suffering from.

Jordan, the refugee heaven, has been hosting multiple waves of refugees for the past few decades. According to the Red Cross, 100,000 Palestinian refugees, as result from the first Arab-Israeli war in 1948, have moved to settle in Jordan (Ababsa, 2010; Zureik, 1996). The second waves of Palestinian refugees to Jordan figure was around 300,000, which was as a result of the Second Arab-Israeli war in 1967 (Daher, 2011). The third wave of Palestinian refugees was in 1991 from the gulf which was around 350,000. Iraqi refugees also started to arrive since the 1991 till 2007, whom estimated around 300,000 (ibid). Recently, 1.265 million Syrian refugees have been displaced to Jordan since 2011 (Jordan Times, 2016).

This in turn increases the demand on multiple resources including education. While the Jordanian governments accompanied with various non-governmental organisations (NGOs) are busy safeguarding access for all (nationals and refugees) to education. The
quality of this education lacks its critical and civic content. “the quality of education remains uneven and not competitive by international standards, particularly in poorer urban and rural areas” (USAID.gov, 2016). The USAID (2016) report further labelled the Jordanian educational system as ‘rigidly national’ and highlighted the lack of well-trained teachers in ‘public’ schools in Jordan. Public schools here refer to schools under the public realm; which is funded and managed by the Jordanian governments. It is a well-known phenomenon that private schools in the Arabic region including Jordan offers a better-quality education, in comparison to the state public schools (Jordan Times, 2014), leading to better opportunities in the future. Quarter of the Jordanians can afford and attends private schools (ibid). In other words, social inequalities are reproduced in our neoliberal region.

Architectural pedagogy in Jordan has an interesting history and geo-political Arabic regional relations. Spatial practitioners in Jordan used to travel to Egypt during the Ottoman Empire (1516-1918). The first emerged schools of Architecture since 1820 ‘Mohandeskhana’ in Cairo affiliated with Public Works followed the system of Paris Polytechnic (Abdel-Gawad, 1950). Following a westernised system illustrates the strong relations and ties between pedagogy and political agendas and events between Egypt and France (Sakr, 1993). This in turn has been manifested in the architectural educations and profession. Further Architectural French system schools emerged; such as Cairo University in 1935 followed by Alexandria University 1941 (Salama and Amir, 2005). In the Levant region, only until the mid-1940s and 1960s Schools of Architecture started to emerge.

In terms of tracing the history of the Arabic architectural education, Salama and Amir (2005) highlighted how Architectural schools in the Arab world have been enforced, by official policy makers, to meet the international westernised criteria, norms and standards. They also emphasised how the economic boom in the gulf during the 1970s transformed architecture education practices within the whole Arabic region, shifting them towards American models (ibid). Replicating the westernised and the American models and specific ways, without critically engaging with our own issues with the specificity of our social, cultural and political context is a problem that still endures today. Furthermore, they outlined clearly that Arabic architectural education is based around three paradigmatic themes or trends during the past few decades: environmental-behaviour studies; a focus on sustainability and environmental consciousness; and digital and virtual practices.

This supports some of the findings of this research when explored and evaluated architectural curricula at nine public and private Architecture Schools during 2018 in Jordan. Although the nine curricula had a compulsory module called ‘National Education’, none of them had modules or programmes where students seem to work with the wider civic society participatory mechanisms. Five different academics from both public and private schools of architecture in Amman-Jordan were interviewed. The core discussions of the interviews focused on tracing any civic interventions towards spatial justice, collaborations with the wider society and exploring possibilities and opportunities for civic pedagogies.

Unfortunately, the majority, four out of five, focused on physical spatial practices rather than participatory mechanisms or civic responsibilities. An academic at a public university specified:
“we try to tackle neo-liberalism in Amman city by assigning students to an urban project located near a gated community or business centre, such as the Abdali project, where the students can develop their skills to observe and analyse the impact on morphological layers of that area, focusing on the historical character of Amman city and whether the new developments are integrated within the existing fabric of the city. Here, students can develop some principles and recommendations to maintain the historical fabric of the city such as local brick and stone material instead of glass and steel structures” (Formal Interview 1, 17/06/2017).

However, this prompt questioning the role of future spatial practitioners’ educators and architects: whether to produce forms and objects to be photographed or to work in human relations within the space and our everyday experiences. One academic, coming from an international university, who focused on the human dimensions: “we try to tackle social and spatial inequality through assigning students to design civic centres in the area between the East (poor) and the West (rich) of Amman. Students can therefore become aware of these inequalities in our society. They have to engage and speak with people in the area prior to their design proposal” (Formal Interview 4, 21/06/2017).

Moreover, none of the nine Architecture curriculums nor the five academics indicated any relations to political relations modules and how does it impact directly the spatial production in our cities and our everyday experiences. Additionally, Hoteit (2016) states that these phenomena are regional in the Arab World, where architectural curricula are based on traditional approaches. However, separating architectural pedagogy from everyday life experiences could be an outcome of what Friere (1996) called it as ‘the banking model of education’, which represents students as passive and being told, from the teacher, the institutions or the state. Such knowledge transfer in Architectural terms focuses in good images and forms rather than critical approaches and civic relations. This study could response to argue that the more critical architectural pedagogies and practices are the less spatial.

It is fundamental to emphasise on my position as a researcher at the Sheffield School of Architecture (SSoA). As the subsequent section discusses three cases wherein civic pedagogical tactics were utilised. As this study intentions to explore, how such practices can become a vehicle which can be translated to the specific context of Amman. Translation processes here does not mean replicating or importing Western approaches to the context of Amman. Some notions and practices cannot be transferred directly, for instance, Western notions about democracy. As an alternative, such processes of translations require adopting and nesting to the specific social, political and cultural fabric. Although Salama and Amir (2005) highlighted the lack of regional-centric references and materials which they named this phenomena as unavoidable, it is important to adopt and nest this international knowledge in a way that becomes decolonising, avoiding the superior image of Westernised materials and knowledge, instead it should be considered as mutual and two-way of learning.

Civic pedagogic tactics

“Most Arab countries have suffered from the control of tyrannical totalitarian regimes, a far cry from democracy and freedom of expression. They also suffered from the dependency on Western countries and their guardianship. Most of the current political
systems have flaws such as corruption and bureaucracy, which were either destroyed by the recent revolutions, or are on the verge of collapse. The entire Arab world is witnessing very complex developments… Architecture in the Arab society has reached a critical point which requires reconsideration of the way that it is approached” (Hoteit, 2016: 3).

Throughout critiquing the way which architecture pedagogy are performed in the Arabic region, and in particular in Jordan, revealed the urgency and need for more critical forms that are capable to bridge between academia and the society. The current existing architectural curricula in Jordan, after looking at nine different curricula (from both private and public universities, lacks participatory mechanisms and tends to be focused on westernised theories and practice. Furthermore, those curricula are not adjusted nor tailored to the political, social and economic specificity of the particular context of Amman and the Arab context.

This lead to address the main questions of this study: how can civic pedagogic tactics be introduced to the context of Amman? This study translates civic actions that has been drawn from intervening and mediating practices conducted by the researcher, as well as some practices that are capable of drawing some important and relevant lessons. As a result, a series of propositions and visions can be extracted for the future, advocating for the role of pedagogy in sustaining public space dynamics.

‘A school within the school’- how to negotiate with (to survive in?) ‘rigid’ institutions

Civic involvement can be a challenge in some context, whether on institutional levels or individuals. Thus, tactics needs to have poetic and indirect characteristics to resists those challenges and limitations. Such tactics can be traced back within performative spatial practices in other geographical region and time frame, however, it can be extremely relevant to what we are facing today in the Arab world. For instance, the civic and performative tactics used by the young Romanian architects in the 1980s, Form-Trans-Inform, resisting the Ceausescu regime. The control of the regime went beyond the social structure of Romania towards political, and educational institutions (Stratford et al., 2008). This in turn, has impacted Romanians’ everyday experiences. The group, however, as a response, deployed performative and civic pedagogic tactics using poetic and indirect actions. One of the members explained:

“We were not engaged in a direct political critique – as protest or political demonstrations […] but indirect, embedded in internal codes and hidden meanings shared by those that were able to read them. It was a resistance through alternative discourse, through alternative ways of thinking and doing, alternative life style”

(Stratford et al., 2008: 115).

However, it is important to highlight the ways in which they tried to overcome and survive the challenges through fragmented and smaller ‘pockets of resistance’ (ibid). Together students and architects, at the Bucharest School of Architecture, the “Institutil de Arhitectura Ion Mincu (IAIM)”, have deployed a number of tactics collectively which has a deep solidarity between individuals within the group. Although the group had never been granted permissions officially by the school, academics, architects and students have managed to create a ‘school within the school’ in various forms such collective events, exhibitions, resistance art activities such as film screening (ibid).
It is important to look in-depth they ways of which they have managed to practice and deploy those activities. For instance, the series of exhibitions started with only twenty participants, from different backgrounds, ‘the Space-Object’ exhibition (ibid). Their next exhibition ‘Space-Mirror’ has been arranged four years after the first one, which had seventy participants from various backgrounds (ibid). Although the group has been terminated by the officials, it was visible and recognised by different individuals and groups.

The ways which the groups dealt with challenging context poetically makes the model very useful for rigid architectural educational institutions in the Jordanian context. The poetic civic tactics are able to offer powerful social tools in such contexts, enabling the various collective activities such as exhibitions, events, collective actions and film screenings that bridge people from different disciplines such as academics, artists, students and other individuals. Therefore, such model has offered alternative knowledge in shaping an otherwise, alternative curriculum which responds the rigid institutions and its formal pedagogy challenges. These tactics can potentially be tailored and translated to other contexts. An example for such translations is the Atelier d’architecture autogérée (aaa), which was launched by Petrescu and Petcou in Paris since 2006, whom were members of Form-Trans-Inform. The aaa has deployed urban tactics challenging citizens’ access and neglected spaces. As Petrescu (2013) states: “Tactics have been ways for us to transgress, even if only temporarily and locally, laws and regulations, roles, professional boundaries and so on”. They have used the co-produced ECObox as a mobile tool which are able to be transferred over time to other locations. The mobility of the tool allowed resistance to their current limitations and challenges.

Initiating negotiations with the current rigid institutions in the context of Amman requires translations for such tactics. After conducting informal interviews and workshops with academics and different social bodies representatives. The envisioning negotiations processes can potentially be initiated as the following: Initially, finding alliances which shares the same civic responsibilities and values both within and outside the institutions, in order to create collective body that are able to face the challenges. Within the higher educational institutions, this can begin through arranging a research group to encourage and provoke other members to evolve. Afterwards, the research group can arrange various pockets of civic interventions. Although recognitions and visibility of such practice is very important for expansions on the city scale, this requires time and formal and informal agencies to be involved. Deploying research groups which can arrange civic interventions tactics can potentially initiate negotiations processes to the current rigid curriculum.

**Teaching Studios Otherwise: a week off the rigid curriculum**

Many scholars consider design studios as the spine of architectural education (Dutton, 1987, Salma, 1995), for its capability of constructing the future of architects and urban designer in the city. However, the typical traditional methodology of design studios could be considered limited to sketching, presenting and critiquing phases (Sultan, 2018). Therefore, other scholars have been proposing alternatives such as the ‘case method’, which is borrowed from schools of law. In this approach, academics with students are able to generate alternative reflections using open-ended narratives (ibid).
Another alternative is Wright (2011) suggestion to provoke students to acquire knowledge and skills through identifying problems and trying to find solutions throughout the design processes. The notion of live projects went beyond and extended these alternatives, through connecting students with their real world (real clients and real projects). Therefore, and in intellectual terms, this is the real ‘learning by doing’, enabling students to gain various skills and experiences outside the studio and the university borders.

A noticeable practical example of such radical design studio approaches can be witnessed at the Sheffield School of Architecture (SSoA). This section illustrates one example of such studios and reflects on the modules and the lessons that can be translated to the context of Amman. With Helen Stratford, I co-led a design Studio for MA in Architectural Design Masters students entitled ‘Pseudo-Public Space: Public Space Does Not Exist!’ in 2017-2018. We have encouraged and provoked students to test/practice various performative methodologies as tactics to challenge and re-think public spaces in different cities.

Significantly, the studio explored how cities are performed through the everyday actions. Throughout the studio, critical seminars, practices and reflections were employed to co-produce ‘constructed situations’ which has revealed an un-spoken and un-written norms, policies and knowledge about the existing spatial practices. Out of this knowledge, students have developed wider strategy and propositions that deemed public. While the first semester focused on critical discussions that resulted in performative interventions, constructed situations, for the UK context only, students were encouraged to translate the methodology in their home city. This has provided opportunities for exploring and testing the ways in which spaces are performed in very different political, cultural and social contexts, as well as adopting methodologies to suit and response to the specific context.

Overall, these processes have enabled students to test/practice/envision performative methodologies in various contexts, for instance, one student explored the ways in which Tiananmen Square is performed. His constructed situation was ‘sunflower seeds’ including hidden questions, as an appropriate tactics to the highly political control square. Although such performative interventions were envisioning resistance acts, students were able to imagine and tailer tactics poetically and gain insights for the ability of alternative practices to connect with the community and co-produce alternative spaces.

This proves the key role and potentials of pedagogies in sustaining public spaces dynamic. This example has illustrated how using performative (direct actions) methodology can initially be used in teaching design studios otherwise, alternative ways that could be translated to different contexts including Amman. Using performative methodology can also catalyse change and brige with the civic society. However, such translations need constant adoptions when traveling from context to another including the developments of performative interventions. Furthermore, such tactics in design studios can initiated within the context of Amman as “a week off” the studio. This can be the initial phase for going outside the university boundaries and connect with other civic bodies, providing opportunities for building alliances and mediate between the realm of academia, civic institutions and the wider society. The ultimate desire for such propositions is to enable students to engage with the wider society and their every day life experiences, in order to catalyse change.
Amman’s Live project

Live engaged projects as studios have become more popular in the UK and other western countries (Butterworth., 2013; Harriss and Widder, 2014). Although live projects have various forms, organisations and length, they all share their aim in connecting students with the wider community. In other words, they provoke the school of architecture to open up for civic interventions. Stone and Woof (2015) described it as transformative learning tools which connects theories in the realm of academia with ‘real’ practice. Therefore, dealing and collaborating with different actors (wider society, real clients, real projects), can potentially be used as a tool for sustaining public space dynamics, constructing relations between the academia and the wider society.

Significantly, Rural Studio in the United State, which was launched by Mockbee and Ruth in 1992 was one of the earliest examples of live projects. The emphasis was on shifting the learning processes beyond the top-down structures of traditional learning, and from architect-client approaches:

“Live Projects develop the collaborative and participatory skills that are essential to future practice. Live Projects establish an awareness of the social responsibility of the architect and can empower students to produce work of exceptional quality that makes a difference to the communities they work with. Beyond the direct impact of the project on the communities involved, Live Projects also make a wider impact by enriching the student learning experience, developing design, management and enterprise skills and significantly increasing employability” (Butterworth et al., 2013).

SSoA radical approaches and Butterworth’s (2013) emphasised on the skills that goes beyond the realm of academia to focus on participatory and collaborative practices. Such skills and processes occur through steering up dialogue with other actors, which potentially allows empowering both students to engage, represents and response collaboratively with members of the public for the rethinking and the critical spatial production.

SSoA defines live project as:

“a relationship with an external client, a strong participatory nature and an emphasis on the processes of the project as well as its outcomes. It is a ‘live’ way of learning, practicing, and thinking about architecture… Working in response to the complexity of real-life situations enables students to experience the potential of research by design and to reflect simultaneously upon the processes, roles and effects of architecture… Live Projects give students the opportunity to explore an architecture that is both socially and environmentally sustainable… Through Live Projects, staff and students continually construct their own learning through action research and experience” (Butterworth et al., 2013).

These projects have the ability to integrate research, community and academia together. Therefore they have got transformative, civic and critical pedagogy nature.
Introducing and envisioning live projects in Amman’s schools of Architecture can potentially build a community that have civic responsibilities, resist capital and build resilience in its processes of evolving and expanding. An initial effort has been developed by the researcher in discussing such project with different actors within the context of Amman, including four local academics, from public and private universities, and social bodies in Amman. However, introducing such project requires time, agencies, activators and most importantly negotiations with the university.

On the other hand, envisioning live project in Amman can be defined as ‘Performative design Live’ project as a series of performative, transformative and relational processes that connect students with the ‘real’ world as education in direct relation with (different actors of) the City of Amman. Through these processes, students can gain the opportunity to critically engage with everyday lived experiences and various actors of the City of Amman. During this module, students explore architecture otherwise, playing with the dialectic relations between theory and practice, art and architecture, the spatial and social. This project uses both ‘performative’ and ‘live’, civic pedagogic, tools as a way of preparing students to become future professionals who engage with different actors and creative methods to practice architecture otherwise. This in turn allows them to produce alternative and critical knowledges and spaces. This can be introduced as a core design studio module for fourth year Architecture students at Schools of Architecture in Amman.

For instance, students can collaborate with different actors within the city, such as the theatre, artists, art institutions and the wider civic society, using various participatory and performative mechanisms to critically produce alternative spaces of dialogue, and develop propositions for the wider society. In a way it provides possible solutions for the wider society that the state might not be able to engage with.

Discussion and Conclusion
Exploring the ways which architectural pedagogy are performed in Jordan proved its urgent needs to reform and negotiate their rigid structure. However, there is a great potential to open up possibilities for educational institutions to have civic responsibilities and become the medium between the wider society and other institutional bodies, which potentially goes beyond producing objects to constructing relations.

The significant findings to emerge is the importance to navigate the future and initiate mediating processes and tactics which includes recruiting civic alliances. The ultimate desire for such processes is to build a community with various actors, including academics, civic institutions, NGOs and members of the publics, in Amman with civic pedagogical responsibilities. The hope for constructing such community is to critically co-produce alternative spaces that deems public, and build resistance and resilience to the emerging challenges.

The other practical efforts in envisioning civic pedagogical tactics, is drawn from radical approaches that has been developed at the Sheffield School of Architecture. In particular teaching studios otherwise as ‘Pseudo Public Space, Public Space Does Not Exist!’ Live collaborative projects and workshops. Furthermore, learning how the young Romanian architects have used poetic tactics. The three cases have helped in navigating the ways in which these methodologically can be tailored to Amman context to critique the spaces and produces alternative publicness.
The key theme that have emerged is that pedagogy within higher educational institutions have the potential to construct relations, situations and therefore can be the instrument to sustain the dynamic of public. Having argued that, such practice can be aligned with Rendell’s (2006) critical practices which is associated with tactical interventional and transformative approaches to critique the social conditions and its boundaries. These proposed tactics should cross the rigid boundaries of physical architecture and includes collaborating with other institutional bodies and the wider society and take various forms such as live art, performative and site specific interventions and public participatory mechanisms.

Overall the study response to the ways in which architectural education are performed and proposes possibilities and opportunities for a set of poetic civic pedagogical tactics. These tactics are tailored to suit the specific context of Jordan to sustain public spaces dynamics. This research offers alternative visions that goes beyond the objects towards inhabitancies’ right to the city and catalyse change. The current status quo of how architecture pedagogy is performed in Amman revealed the urgency to call for poetic forms of resistance to become performative and civic pedagogic tactics within the official rigid institutions. Therefore, ‘a school within the school’ by the young Romanian architects in the 1980s has been employed to draw flexible and poetic ways to negotiate with those rigid institutions. They have offered approaches to build a resistance community bridging student in the realm of academia with architects, artists and urban activists. Moreover, teaching design studios otherwise and live project offer pedagogical paradigm to construct relations and situations, provokes the critical “co”-production of alternative knowledge and spaces that have civic responsibilities.

Therefore, architects and architectural educators within the Arabic region in particular should have a wider mission and re-thinking their roles towards the right to the city and its spaces and the civic production and awareness for those future practitioners. Such proposes encourages and advocates for engaging with various actors and agencies including the wider society with socio-political and economic relations with spaces.
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